
With more than 18,500 employees, 13 million customers and 850 branches, 
Yapi Kredi, is one of Turkey’s leading commercial banks. When looking to 
propel productivity to new heights and significantly ease the challenge of 
completing projects via remote working, it chose Aangine, a problem-solving 
Portfolio Planning solution that is ideal for firms faced with the challenge of 
running dozens - sometimes hundreds - of projects remotely at the 
same time. 

With R&D by Dublin based firm, Continuous Software and available from 
Xcentuate www.xcentuate.com Aangine is a one-of-a-kind, world class 
software solution developed in Ireland for use by the Finance, Telco and 
Pharma sectors. It is also rated a 5-star product by the internationally 
respected Gartner Peer Insights.

Powerhouse software Aangine: 
Making a Difference to Turkey’s 
Yapi Kredi Bank

The results were impressive, delivering: 

Putting Aangine into action at Yapi Kredi Bank as a planning tool required no change in process, roles involved or culture, 
while bringing significant benefits to the individual stakeholders during the planning phase, and to the bank while delivering 
the projects.

22% more projects planned in portfolio
36% more projects complete each year 62% more projects delivered on time
The speed of planning increased; time taken reduced 
from days to minutes

Empowered by algorithms specifically developed for the purpose, Aangine works with existing project management tools 
to bring them together into one single programme view and transform the process of portfolio planning. It is an automated 
software that is easy to use remotely or on-premises and starts to deliver results that can be seen quickly. It can be deployed 
quickly in the Cloud or On-Premises to get a firm up and running as fast as possible thanks to its modern microservices 
architecture.

Before starting to use Aangine, the Bank captured their actual project success carefully for the previous year for their manu-
ally planned portfolio. While preparing for the actual planning, Yapı Kredi stakeholders discovered the flexibility enabled by the 
automated Aangine tool:

Applying changes to the portfolio easily and quickly.
Visualising the impact of changes on scenarios immediately.
Having Business Units evaluate the scenarios instantly instead of taking weeks to do so 
compared to manual-planning approach.
Eliminating unnecessary delays in planning by PMO team having to spend up to a week just 
to incorporate even small changes into the Portfolio Plan
Giving power to the stakeholders to access the updated and always accurate roadmap at 
any time during the planning stage.


